From the Editor’s Desk
“The willingness to accept responsibility for one's own life, is the source from which self-respect springs." It is firmly
believed that it is important to keep one abreast of the happenings, lest we take refuge in our ignorance. I would
ask myself, as to how can one be at peace when so much was going wrong? So much of what we see is poorly checked
for facts with no rigorous analysis. There do seem to be ideas worth pursuing. Serious journalism is under threat
in our country because of over-commercialization.
Calls for, attitudinal changes of Mariners in the Mercantile Marine department (MMD) or release them on VRS, inducting
competent personnel's who can sincerely work for the seafarers and the nation, in a fair-manner to boost Indian image.
Dr.Chandran Peechulli, "Marine Waves" * Its high time, they advice the eligible candidates who are repeatedly failed
in exams., with a solution, as to what and where they lack, for failing in the examinations after their several attempts, losing foremost the
valuable "TIME", running into many years(3+) and months together, which is most precious to their respective life-span. Such of those failed
candidates had successfully passed-out initially from DG Shipping approved Maritime Instn./Colleges, from those faculty-members, nevertheless
qualified C.O.C. than that of MMD Examiners, added to more rich sea-experience and subjective knowledge than them, doing administrative
desk jobs. Hence suspect foul-play in the system. *A comprehensive outlook lacks for implementing fairness in the system, which the Ministry
of Shipping should seriously note (citizen's woe).
Being a social activist and a responsible citizen of India, viewing seafarers welfare, it is my endeavor to make a wider coverage with the
deepest analysis and the sharpest insights of areas, where the seafarers are made to suffer, by exposing the loopholes and concealed facts,
viewing and producing solutions, for timely corrective actions, which is my priority since the seafarers live with risks and sacrifices, on oceangoing vessels doing hazardous jobs out on the deep seas additionally with the scare of pirates, within their inner conscience, during these
modern times. Employers, of the relevant shipping companies and their national maritime administration's prime concern, are to view their
welfare, humanistically. No control exercised as yet for such human souls venturing out to sea of which how many returns. INDoS introduced
several years back is not fool-proof. Being in the world shipping trade, they earn substantial foreign-exchange to their country of origin, for
which "What does the country give back to them (seafarers)", unlike the shore staff, in welfare or in compensation of return? Government
should ensure that at least a good service from the Mercantile Marine Departments, when seafarers are supposed to transact during their
precious hard-earned leave ashore but for harassment and humiliation, which is not expected in a sovereign democratic republic country,
that of ours. This poor quality of administration and neglect to seafarer's needs are owing to corruption within, creating unwanted self-importance
by deliberate delay, tempting the seafarers to grease the palms of the concerned, which is needless to say." "Corrupted people have a good
network of being united" A good citizen cannot be a silent spectator to the wrong happenings nor a messenger without verifying the facts.
Proper acknowledgement is not given for the important documents that are submitted since the authorities concerned do not want to be committed
to take responsibility, as simple as that if goes lost, which is at the cost of the seafarers submitting the documents. Secularism alone is nothing
while compromising with the quality of administration.
Let's Think of what a precious privilege, to be a human-being and to breathe healthily alive with fresh thoughts and the sparkling resultant
of good bright ideas, be turned into productive action, which is more important than ideas left unexposed and undone. Please come up with
your valued suggestions, which are open to all citizens for viable implementation, contributing towards our national development. Adhere to
live and to let live, to love and think to enjoy doing good things in continuance with a good moral character for the generations of the future
to follow. Always remember that gains achieved without pain, generally by the opportunistic, crooked, and lazy and the lethargic, through
short-cuts are short-lived. Build-in the national-spirit; consider the solidarity of Indian citizens, as unity is strength. The political issues of
splits into bits and pieces are not encouraging, appears certain bad internal elements backed by external forces are at work, forgetting unity
is strength. It's not whether we have migrants in our place. All of us have them in our states, districts, others in their countries. The issue
is that when we have so many of them and they start to get the cream, take over the business, the fruits, and treat the residents like a part
of "locals", by design or default, start to take away their jobs, opportunities and then start colluding with the biggies and hobnobbing with
the state and authorities, of things in their personal favour, then it hurts and it can hurt bad and big. One could tolerate this, until a certain
level but not beyond a point. Naturally it starts feeling unfair and not right. Come together with an amicable solution. This is and was, what
it was not meant to be or supposed to be! To recall your memory, British came here as migrants, as people who were searching jobs and
business, we welcomed them initially but look back what happened in the long run. We had to fight them tooth and nail and sacrifice millions
of lives in the process and throw them out! Let's have the identity as Indian and view our fellow-men alike.
So, all the talk and history of the freedom struggle, is a waste and useless. We could have lived under them and progressed, instead of fighting
among ourselves. (Some still believe that would have been a good idea!). Sure go ahead, we anyway are under cultural imperialism when
we have sold our souls and minds and thoughts to the other world and cherish the thoughts of being like them one day! The best would be
to find ourselves together, sorting out differences and not allowing differences to grow. Only then could we say that we are heading for
peacefulness, happiness and prosperity.
Migrations are natural, even desirable in some parts as good but let us not overdo it and throw the baby with the bathwater. Let us not "miss
the point" make either rather naive comparisons or politically correct one, just for the sake of it. I have no political color or shade when
I say this, but I can understand the pain, the feeling of the local and regional. We do so much speak so much for the vanishing tiger or the
polar bear or the riddled turtle, I hope the days are not far, for seafarers to get their genuine voice heard and redressed. We shall also know
as to what the mariners, who opted for shore service, feel about the guilt, which earlier envied them?

Dr. Chandran Peechulli, Ph.D; MBA; D.Sc; FIE(India), PgDIMS(UK), PgTED; FIIPE; MSEI; MSNAME(USA),
Ex.Chief Engineer(Marine), G.M.(Tech) Crossworld Shipping, Managing Editor & Publisher – "MARINE WAVES" International Maritime Newsletter.
www.themarinewaves.com * view highlights and back issues of editorial contents, to convince you all about what "Marine Waves" does to the
society's well-being, as a member of the Humanist Party of India.
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According to the Bernama News Agency, the latest mention by
Mr Ong was his third linking the PKFZ scandal with the
leadership crisis.

(contd. from page 2)

Recruiting agencies will conduct the training and issue a
certificate required by the government prior to a seafarer's
departure, Roque said.

Large scale resignations jolted the party out of its quiescence
and though Mr Ong himself was unable to establish any clear
links between the resignations and the crisis, he left the issue
open saying: "I do not know if this is a co-incidence or
otherwise". The PKFZ scandal had been dogging Malaysia over
the last years, after revelations came to light that massive cost
over runs and maladministration had caused a squandering of
public funds coupled with the desultory way its warehouses
were built in Pulau Indah.

The program is based on one used by the International
Association of Independent Tanker Owners, which operates
about 80 percent of the world's tankers.
Sailors will not be armed and training classes will not include
the handling of firearms, said Capt. Rex Recomite, a manager
at the Norwegian Training Center in the Philippine capital,
Manila.

India, Pakistan, Bangladesh unite against
IMO ship recycling convention:

The course will teach sailors how to detect approaching pirates
and who to communicate with in case of an attack, he said.
The guidelines include telling sailors to go full speed ahead in
case the crew detects small vessels nearby, and to avoid sailing
near coastlines, Recomite said.

Various ship breaking communities from India, Pakistan and
Bangladesh recently held an internal meeting on the sidelines
of a ship recycling conference in Dubai. The group has decided
to form a common front to oppose the new IMO mandated
ship recycling convention which the three countries are planning
to ratify, reported the Economic Times.

The Philippines supplies about a third of the 1.5 million
commercial seafarers worldwide. Somali pirates have kidnapped
470 Filipinos since 2006, and are still holding at least 74 aboard
six ships, said Foreign Affairs Undersecretary Esteban Conejos.

"We are planning to make one body of the three countries to
work against the new stipulation," the publication quoted Pravis
Nagarsheth, President of the Iron Steel Scrap & Shipbrokers

Pirates operating off the coast of Somalia and the Gulf of Aden,
one of the world's busiest sea lanes, have hijacked more than
80 ships in the past two years, with many of the seizures
earning them multimillion-dollar ransoms. Attackers now hold
14 vessels and close to 300 crew members. Four vessels were
seized last week.

Singapore raises security in terror scare
aftermath: Singapore is raising its security alerts after
reports emerged that terror groups linked to Al-Qaeda affiliate,
Jemaah Islamiyah, were planning to attack oil tankers in the
strategically-vital Malacca Straits waterway.
"Basically, all alert levels have been raised not just for ships
but also for the security measures that we have undertaken
for Singapore," the nation's Home Affairs Minister Wong Kan
Seng said in parliament defending the steps as a counterpoise
to the terror scare.
The nation's Channel News Asia news agency quoted Isa Munir
as saying that Malaysia had deployed eleven patrol ships to
secure the waterway and that the country was working with
its neighbours.

Association as saying. "India should not ratify the IMO
Convention on ship recycling as it is against the interests of
the country. The convention is totally one-sided without any
obligation to the ship owner or ship builder."

The Malacca Straits is a vital gateway for exports from Europe
and America bound for Asia and north Asia. Some 50,000
vessels use the waterway annually, including bulk carriers and
tankers laden with iron ore and crude oil for China and Japan.

He said that the convention has disregarded the Indian point
of view and that by ratifying it, India would only achieve
"international interference".

Malaysian Transport Minister blames
scandal on leadership woes: Malaysia's Transport

"Whatever regulations that are needed for environmentally
sound and labour safe ship recycling in the country can be
implemented through national regulations such as the
Amendment to Gujarat Maritime Board regulations 2003 and
the Comprehensive Code on Ship Recycling being finalised by
the steel ministry under the directions of the Supreme Court
of India," he continued.

Minister, Ong Tee Keat, blamed the Port Klang Free Zone (PKFZ)
crisis on the on-going leadership tussle in the Malaysian Chinese
Party (MCA). The MCA is a component party in Barisan Nasional,
the nation's ruling party.
"I am willing to bear the consequences of the investigation on
this crisis. But, if the impact is on the party, I apologise because
this is unpredictable," he said in a speech during a meeting.
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Mr Nagarsheth said that he expected associations in Gujarat
to join the group.
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